
Wednesday 06.05.20
Good morning Year 5!  

Happy Birthday to Aaron! Make sure you eat loads of cake and roll 
your used wrapping paper into a ball and throw them at Charlene –

it's your birthday so she'll have to pick them up for you!

Why not do a birthday jig down the street 1940s style with the 
Lambeth walk! The rest of year 5 can give this a go as well; maybe 

ready for your VE home party on Friday?!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdSvLV-EgSA

Here's a year 6 class doing it as 
well... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNMzyOCGFOQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdSvLV-EgSA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNMzyOCGFOQ


Reading – Running Wild by Michael Morpurgo 06.05.20

Throughout this section of Ch 4, Will is talking to Oona.  He tells her lots about how he is 
feeling.  

Why do YOU think Will is talking to her so much?

We are going to continue reading Ch 4.  Follow this link  https://youtu.be/LQnVFjnFaRY to listen to Mrs Turtle reading pages 
96 – 106.

https://youtu.be/LQnVFjnFaRY


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 06.05.20

Pronouns, Relative Pronouns and Possessive Pronouns.

Pronouns? Easy Peasy! Watch this 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z37xrwx
and take the quiz.

Relative Pronouns? Super Simple! They work with Relative Clauses -
Watch this https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-english-
relative-clauses-with-max-harvey/z4ndvk7 (You MUST do the dance!)

(Next page)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z37xrwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-english-relative-clauses-with-max-harvey/z4ndvk7


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 06.05.20

Pronouns, Relative Pronouns and Possessive Pronouns.

Possessive Pronouns? 

They help to identify possession – words which show who things 
belong to.

Watch this https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euQWu0tQW14 to 
find out which words they are.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euQWu0tQW14


Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 06.05.20

Pronouns, Relative Pronouns and Possessive Pronouns.

Your task is to make three lists and then find them all!

Answers on the next slide – no peeking!



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 06.05.20

Pronouns Relative Pronouns Possessive Pronouns.

I That Mine

You Which Yours

He Who His

She Whose Hers

We Whom Its

It Ours

You Yours

They Theirs

Them

Us

Me

Him

Her

Challenge:  

Look at the chart 
from Twinkl:

Pronouns can be 
divided up into 
smaller groups 
too!



Writing 06.05.20

After yesterday we should all be aware of what VE day is, so today we're 
going to delve a little deeper. Attached is a reading comprehension; there 
are three levels of difficulty, one star being the easiest and three stars the 
hardest. Everyone should start on at least the middle level, while those 
that fancy a challenge should attempt the harder one. You can always do 
the easier questions if you're finding them too hard.

Good luck! The answers are at the bottom of the questions for you to 
check after but, as always, no peeking! Anyone caught cheating will be 
doing The Lamberth Walk dance in front of the whole school on the first 
assembly back. You have been warned!



Maths
w/c 04.05.20



Wednesday 06.05.20

Answers to yesterday’s reasoning questions:

Ravi is wrong!

Although the Ones do add to 5, the 
decimal parts add up to more than 
one.



Wednesday 06.05.20

Answers to yesterday’s reasoning questions:

David is correct!

2.47 + 4.62 = 7.09 is the only 
possible answer!



Wednesday 06.05.20

Answers to yesterday’s reasoning questions:



Wednesday 06.05.20 add and subtract decimals.

This week, we are going to use the resources on the WhiteRose scheme of homelearning – all about Decimals.

When you are ready, Follow the link: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
Scroll down the page until you see and click on the plus sign

Complete lesson 3 adding decimals with a different number of decimal places.
Complete lesson 4 subtracting decimals with a different number of decimal places.

You will need to download the “Get the Activity” worksheet so that you can see the questions. The video lesson will 
ask you to pause the video and complete some questions – you can copy these into your workbook.

There is also a Adding decimals in columns 
intro task on MyMaths for you to complete.

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/


Wednesday 06.05.20 add and subtract decimals.

Extra! Extra! Challenge yourself!

Thanks to Twinkl for the questions!


